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Treasurer’s report – Remnants Cricket Club FY 2015 
 
2015 was again an OK year for team finances – ‘OK’ meaning the club’s finances remain 
sound even on a very modest £5 match fee. For comparison a Granta one-hour net fee for 
Under 12s is £5. Again, a generous donation from a long-standing (we took his seat away) 
member of club has helped. I leave it open – but see later – whether we decide to increase 
anything; many thanks to Dave N – one of his many kindnesses to the club – for keeping the 
pitch fees the same as last year.  
 
One of the highlights of the year (from the Treasurer’s point of view) was the nets – at long 
last they are being properly managed. Faruk and Cameron have stepped in and done a great 
job in stopping the heavy losses. Access to the Fenners facilities has helped – I remember 
ringing in September 2012 to find they were already fully booked for April 2013. Cameron’s 
intra-University discount is good too. Many thanks to both, also for continuing this year. 
More involvement of senior members in club management seems a good principle. Please 
support the nets! 
 
Helpfully for the club’s notional balance sheet, it emerged in 2015 that we have more bats 
than I had thought. I believed the nets bag was empty of decent bats, whereas there are five 
(additional to the bats in the big tin box) in good condition. I have had these refurbished, 
and propose to rotate them on a two-year cycle, the best ones going to the summer matches. 
If anyone takes kit out of the big tin box, please tell me, otherwise it may appear (to me) to be 
lost. 
 
Many thanks, as ever, to people who kindly collect match fees. This is the most likely source 
of money anomalies and is the cause of some post-season chasing and investigation emails. 
These are much less frequent than one might expect, so credit to all for being so responsible 
about it. I wondered, particularly when new people are involved, if we might refer them to 
something on the website that is a guide to good practice: 
 

Please record the names of everyone who paid (and how much), with the name of the 
opposition, ground, the date, and your name. The opposition (at Fitz) currently pay £35. 
Teams where we play away (e.g. Coton) may want to say that we’ll mutually not 
charge pitch fees; I prefer we do, simply because no one then has to remember any team 
as being a special case. Please write down and let me know any variations from this. 
 
It is easy and good to pay money straight away into the club’s bank account: Remnants 
Cricket Club, Co-operative Bank, a/c 65254325 sort code 08-92-99. Please add a 
reference with your initials, abbreviated opposition name and date. Please tell me 
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david@therunninghead.com when you do this; please continue to keep notes of who 
paid. Please don’t leave money at Fitz or with other people.  

 
At some time we will need to put the match fees up. £5 is a comparatively easy amount to 
collect. What do you think about this, though? We could move to an account system – even 
if fees stay the same too – where the club bills regular or well-known players at the end of 
season. Records of matches played by each member are superb and incontrovertible, so 
there could be no argument. Clearly cash would still need to be collected from 
comparatively new or occasional members and from the opposition. Players would simply 
pay their money speedily (before we need to pay Fitzwilliam College), ideally direct to the 
club account. Minor expenses during the season are easily covered by our existing balance in 
the bank. Some people might need chasing – but some people forget to bring cash anyway. 
Might this save time for everyone? 
 
Come on you Remnants! 
 
David 
 
31 March 2016 


